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Abstract
The authors report on a multiyear study designed to reveal how
introducing a content management system (CMS) in an administrative office
at a large organization affects the office’s writing and work practices. Their
study found that users implemented the CMS in new and creative ways that
the designers did not anticipate and that the choices users made in using the
CMS were often driven not by technology but by the social implications the
CMS held for their office. By contrasting how writers negotiated specific
genres of writing before and after the CMS was introduced, the authors
argue for increased attention to providing flexible technologies that enable
writers to innovate new tools in response to the social needs of their
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writing environments. This approach must be driven by research on the
implications of technology in workplace communities.
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This study attempts to answer the question of how writing happens in

organizations and how the introduction of a content management system

(CMS) affected writing practices in a particular organization. To answer

this question, we looked closely at the networked nature of writing, focus-

ing on genres, and used activity theory to reveal the far-reaching effects that

changes within writing systems have on established practices. As a result,

we were able to see how content management and workplace community

are mutually constituted and how workplace community can be taken into

account when developing technologies to facilitate content management.

We undertook this study after an administrative office1 (AO) at a large

organization asked the Writing in Digital Environments Research Center

(WIDE) to develop a new Web site to improve its communication with

stakeholders.2 The AO has 10 writers, representing a number of levels of

seniority. These writers were unhappy with their current Web site but were

unsure how to fix it. Recognizing that their current Web site presented both

technical and strategic challenges, we began a qualitative study of the

organizational writing practices at the AO. This study, which we conducted

over a 14-month period during 2008 and 2009, prompted the research,

design, and implementation of a custom CMS to manage both Web and

other modes of writing. After implementing the CMS, we conducted a

workplace study to determine how the CMS affected writing practices in the

AO. This article focuses on the methods we employed in that study and the

conclusions we drew from it.

As technical writing researchers, we recognize that workplace commu-

nity plays a role in how writers use technology, but we also recognize that

little attention has been paid to the documented effects of introducing

technology into an existing workplace writing system. As use of technology

in the workplace has turned from unique to ubiquitous, inquiry into how

workplace community and technology interact has become increasingly

necessary.

In the following sections, first we argue that writers in the new

knowledge-based economy need emergent, effective writing tools. Then

we present a theoretical framework for using qualitative research to explore
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how writers react to technological changes to their established writing

systems. After describing our methods for collecting data for this study,

we offer several examples of how writers used the CMS that we introduced

and explain how those uses revealed tensions between the CMS and the

workplace community. Finally, we conclude by reiterating the need for

writing tools that support modern writing practices and calling for methods

that take workplace community into account when designing and imple-

menting those tools.

Why Content Management Matters

Before describing the project that WIDE undertook at the AO and

discussing what that project can teach us about the adoption of CMSs by

work groups, we offer an explanation of why content management matters.

The answer, we propose, can be found in considering the postindustrial

economy that values symbolic–analytic work.

Johnson-Eilola (1996) described the postindustrial economy in which the

previous emphasis on production by craftsmen has been supplanted by the

process-oriented work of knowledge, or symbolic–analytic, workers. This

shift in emphasis from a production-based (or industrial) economy to a

process-based (or knowledge) economy is critical to understanding the role

that content management will play in the workplace. Johnson-Eilola

attributed to symbolic–analytic workers the ability to perform high-level,

process-oriented thinking tasks within work units distributed across spatial

and temporal boundaries (p. 253). Hart-Davidson, Bernhardt, McLeod,

Rife, and Grabill (2008) found that undertaking symbolic-analytic work

across distributed networks often drives organizations to consider new ways

to manage their knowledge assets (or texts). In offering two case studies of

how organizations achieved content management, the authors revealed,

however, that implementing a CMS involves more than simply determining

how documents are stored and reused. The authors showed that content

management initiated a shift in how these organizations thought about

writing and prompted discussions about what writing meant to each organi-

zation (p. 11).

Content management, in this postindustrial economy that Johnson-Eilola

(1996) described and in which Hart-Davidson et al. (2008) situate it, is more

than a technical tool for storing and organizing documents. It is an essential

part of the knowledge-work practices that enable people to manage infor-

mation in distributed work environments. Content management focuses

on the processes through which production happens and their effect on the
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sustainability of social organizations. Because their missions and desired

outcomes are closely entwined with how they manage their knowledge,

organizations value the development of tools for creating and coordinating

textual representations of knowledge. Consequently, writing researchers are

in a position to provide writers in organizations with the tools or writing

technologies that they need to manage knowledge (see also Whittemore,

2008).

Our discussion of writing here relies heavily on the writing contexts. We

have identified the most salient of these contexts for our study as the values,

expectations, and practices shared by a group of writers in a workplace

community. But the influence that this sense of workplace community may

exert on how work gets done goes beyond what can be uncovered through

considerations of context alone. Likewise, a study that takes into account

the communal nature of writing and technology use can be used to effect

changes in more than just policy and technology. In fact, a study that takes

into account the workplace community can ask serious questions about not

only how but also why organizations write.

Literature Review

We understood the problems that the AO presented to us as writing

problems, so we studied how writers in the AO write, paying attention as

well to how the introduction of a CMS affected their writing practices.

Here, we address the effects that introduced technologies have on estab-

lished writing systems by looking closely at the networked nature of writing

in the AO, focusing on genres as the unit of inquiry, and leveraging activity

theory and, at times, information ecology to reveal the far-reaching effects

that changes within the system have on established practices.

Genre and Social Constructs

Several theoretical perspectives guided our CMS project at the AO. The

most foundational of these perspectives is genre. In particular, we took the

perspective that genre is a rhetorical tool that community members adopt in

order to facilitate cooperative action (Bazerman, 1988; Miller, 1984;

Swales, 1990). Miller (1984) specifically defined genre as ‘‘typified rheto-

rical actions based in recurrent situations’’ (p. 159). But Bazerman (1994)

noted that genres ‘‘embody the range of social intention toward which one

may orient one’s energies’’ (p. 82). Later, coupling genre to theories of

activity, Bazerman and Prior (2004) maintained that ‘‘to understand writing
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we need to explore the practices that people engage in to produce texts as

well as the ways that writing practices gain their meanings and functions

as dynamic elements of specific cultural settings’’ (p. 2).

Bazerman and Prior’s (2004) construct of genre is important to us

because it removes genre from the physicality of textual representation,

making it a social phenomenon. Bakhtin (1982) imparted on genre the

added responsibility of embodying a belief system, suggesting that an

adequate exploration of the genre-based writing practice is concerned with

the social constructs directing writers’ actions. Building on the concept of

genre as a multidimensional tool used in response to social exigencies, Paré

and Smart (1994) offered a definition that traces genre across four dimen-

sions: texts, composing processes, reading practices, and social roles of

readers and writers. They also cautioned that traditional notions of genre

may need to be relaxed in order to be useful in workplace studies, as genres

imply ‘‘stable social activities’’ while workplace writing is rarely static

(p. 151). By acknowledging the social role of writers as a component of

genre that is equal to the texts themselves, Paré and Smart underscored the

increasingly phenomenological nature of genre discussions. Similarly,

Miller (1994) argued that genres are shared by writing communities and

constitute a rhetorical structuration that supports community order, continu-

ance, and significance. As we examine the writing that emerges from the

AO, these modes of genre as both typified action and social construct guide

our thinking about how writing is done there and how the CMS changed

those processes.

Several past workplace studies have focused on genre as a useful unit of

inquiry. Smart (1993) looked at how practices in a bank shaped genres,

developing a four-point theory of genre formation, work he carried into his

2006 description of how both textual and oral forms of communication were

used to guide economic policy making. Cross (1993) considered how genre

affects the collaborative processes of writers at an insurance company, con-

cluding that while genre dictates much of the writing, social forces play a

formative role as well. Paré and Smart (1994) and Paré (2002) studied social

workers in Quebec, Canada, and how genre-driven forms limited their

power, especially concerning the act of recording. In his study of messages

shared via a computer-mediated communication system, Erickson (2000)

acknowledged the growth of genres from a conflux of technical, social, and

institutional forces and also demonstrated that genre theory can illuminate

conversations in addition to documents. Perhaps most relevant to our work

in the AO is Spinuzzi’s (2003) account of workers in the Iowa Department

of Transportation and their use of multiple, often improvised and unofficial
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genres to get their work done. By focusing on genre, Spinuzzi was able to

get a clear view of how changes in genre use affected other areas of the

work environment.

Many of these studies depend largely on qualitative methods for yielding

thick descriptions, answering broad questions, and explaining social forces

in the writing environment. Rickly (2007) pointed out the need to fashion

our studies for particular rhetorical purposes and in response to instances,

especially considering the highly contextualized environments in which

we observe writing. But in the case of the AO writers and the CMS that

WIDE built for them, we wanted to look at a level of environmental influ-

ence and of work across a distributed, interdependent network that seemed

to go beyond simple context or situatedness. Thus, we turned to a theoreti-

cal framework heavily informed by activity theory and genre ecology,

calling on information ecology at certain junctures.

Activity Theory and Genre Ecology

The first tool we used to consider the networked and contextualized

meanings of workplace writing was activity theory. Our methods were

heavily informed by Spinuzzi’s (2003) work with law enforcement and

planning offices. Drawing on the work of Vygotsky and Leontev, Spinuzzi

developed a method of tracing genres across organizations. Focusing on

genre as the unit of inquiry, he divided workers’ interactions with genres

into three levels of scope: activities, actions, and operations. Spinuzzi

demonstrated that breakdowns often occur concurrently across each of

these three levels. He described the writing environment of these workers

as a ‘‘genre ecology’’ comprising ‘‘interconnected and dynamic sets of gen-

res that jointly mediate activities’’ and used a genre map that illustrated the

mutually constitutive and mediatory nature of genres as one method of data

analysis (p. 63).

Spinuzzi (2009) used similar data collection and analysis techniques in

his later study of a large telecommunications company, where he saw the

orchestrations attendant to knowledge work disrupting employees’ produc-

tivity. These disruptions occurred as a concomitant result of people with

differing goals and resources working within diverse contexts to solve

shared problems. Spinuzzi argued for the adeptness of activity theory at

framing research in these sorts of complex and rhetorical work environ-

ments (p. 205).

We sought previous work that not only supports our handling of the

genre as the unit of analysis but also recognizes the interconnection between
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genres, especially in the highly contextualized and fluid environment of the

postindustrial workplace. To do this, we turned to the metaphor of genre

systems as ecologies, a theoretical technique that has been used to reveal

information about practices without placing them in opposition with tech-

nologies (Engeström, 1999; Honkaranta, 2003; Nardi & O’Day, 1993;

Spinuzzi, 2003; Spinuzzi, Hart-Davidson, & Zachry, 2006). By training our

attention on the genre as a unit of inquiry, activity theory attempts to reveal

the underpinnings of the AO writing system, leading us naturally to a

broader understanding of the writing system as an intermediated series of

typified responses to stimuli recurring within the complex social context

of the workplace.

Information Ecology

Whereas genre ecologies offer insight into the tools we use to mediate work

in the AO, information ecologies provide a unique method for making sense

of the AO’s dense digital writing environment. In drawing a parallel

between biological and information ecologies, Nardi and O’Day (1999)

focused on the diversity and symbiosis inherent in both (p. 211). The

primary difference between the two ecologies, they maintained, is that in

information ecologies, we must critically evaluate our needs and make

deliberate decisions about our activities to maximize the sustainability of

our information systems (p. 210).

By carefully negotiating the unique characteristics of genre and informa-

tion ecologies and folding them into the earlier workplace-study and

activity-theory methods that we addressed, we can develop a keen eye for

focusing on precisely how a writing system reacts to change. These earlier

methods enabled us to ask, How does writing happen in this system? And an

awareness of the genre and information ecology metaphors drives us to ask,

What effects does CMS introduction have on the system? Both questions

are vital for informing the future design of CMSs that successfully facilitate

writing work in the postindustrial economy.

Methodology

We used qualitative methods to collect data for this study, following

Michigan State University guidelines for human-subject research. Creswell

(1994) recognized four main methods of qualitative data collection: obser-

vations, interviews, documents, and audiovisual materials (pp. 186-187). In

this study, we used the first three types and also followed several of the
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procedures Creswell offered to intensify the rigor of qualitative studies:

triangulating data types, member checking to determine accuracy, using

thick description to convey findings, spending prolonged time in the

field, and using peer debriefing to enhance the accuracy of the account

(pp. 196-197).

Meeting Notes

We met with the AO as a group on five occasions throughout the course of

the study. In each instance, at least two of our team members took notes,

focusing on how writers at the AO perceived their writing practices, needs

for a Web site, and later, their experiences with the new CMS. Following

the meetings, these notes were shared with each member of our research

team, who in turn annotated and recirculated the notes. Our team then met

to summarize the results of the meeting and the notes taken. On two occa-

sions, these debriefing sessions resulted in a report that was used to guide

development of the CMS.

Interviews

In addition to those group meetings, we interviewed three writers indiv-

idually. In these interviews, which took place prior to CMS development,

we focused specifically on writers’ expectations for the CMS and on their

perceptions about their current writing practices. These interviews were

driven by a list of predetermined questions but were largely informal (not

all questions on the list were asked, and questions not on the list were

asked). These individual interviews lasted approximately 1 hour each. Two

researchers took notes, later sharing their notes and impressions orally at a

research-team meeting.

Observations

We observed four writers working with the CMS throughout the study.

These four writers were identified as early adopters of the CMS (they also

happened to be four of the five writers we identified as performing the bulk

of the AO writing). We observed three of these writers working with the

CMS for approximately 1 hour each, and we observed the fourth writer dur-

ing two 1-hour sessions spaced approximately 1 month apart. The same

researcher conducted all observations. We asked the writers to have a few

typical tasks ready to complete with the CMS for the observation. The

writers followed a talk-aloud protocol; the researcher remained largely
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silent except to answer specific technical questions that the writers asked or

to remind them of the talk-aloud protocol. After the observation period, the

researcher spent about 30 minutes sharing his observations with the writer,

offering the writer an opportunity to clarify statements and actions and

explore intentions that may not have been observable.

Documents

While spending time in the AO, we also collected samples of writing that

we observed playing a role in online work but that were not visible in the

CMS. These materials included notes, annotated printouts, and self-

produced help documents. We also saw e-mail being used to facilitate CMS

writing and made note of the role this tool played in certain activities.

Finally, we asked each writer several times during each observation session

to save a screen capture. These screen captures sometimes illustrated design

flaws or bugs in the system and sometimes focused on practices of the

writers, such as their tendency to keep multiple windows open at once, with

several programs mediating their work with others.

Data Handling

We addressed the dangers of a narrow focus at the analysis stage, and in

many cases, triangulation has been an acceptable answer (Creswell, 1994;

De Pew, 2007; Spilka, 1990; Sullivan & Spilka, 1992). Our analytical

approach involved triangulating the patterns we saw in the field notes with

writer responses to those patterns as well as with the physical evidence left

by writing from outside the system. In this way, we endeavored to create

thick descriptions of how the CMS assisted writers in performing their work

and ensure that we were not letting isolated incidents or mistaken observa-

tions influence changes in the design of the CMS.

We used a number of different techniques to find patterns in the data that

could yield thick descriptions about how the CMS fit into the community of

AO writers. The first was genre mapping, which allowed us to look closely

at the connection between the writer and the genres with which they

worked. We noted where breakdowns occurred and, following Spinuzzi’s

(2003) methods, traced those breakdowns across the activity, action, and

operation levels of scope in order to gain a wider view of how writers

reacted to changes. We created workflows that followed the steps writers

took to complete a task, noting any breakdowns or new genres that

appeared, and we compared these workflows to the previously completed
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genre mapping. Comparing the workflows with the genre mappings was a

particularly useful method of data triangulation because it revealed that

seemingly banal breakdowns in operation sometimes had roots in higher

activity-level discoordinations. Finally, we combed data sources for pat-

terns, and then we developed narratives of typical office activities. The

result is a representative account of the complex and mutually constitutive

writing system and the changes it underwent in response to the introduction

of the CMS.

In implementing these methods, we found that although the CMS was

being used effectively in many ways, the writers experienced tension with

the technology. But before we present examples of this tension, we must

briefly describe how writing happened in the AO prior to our introduction

of the CMS.

Before the CMS

Before we introduced the CMS, the AO engaged in an ad hoc collabora-

tive writing environment, sometimes not recognizing it as such. Primary

authorship was generally assigned to a writer, but documents were often

informed by several writers, edited by others, and reviewed and

approved by still others (see Figure 1). The system, which had been

developed out of trial and error, had been effective for the AO’s pur-

poses until the point at which the AO asked WIDE for assistance with

their Web site.

Most content on the AO Web site could be identified by a primary

author, for a specific media, and for a single use. But much of that content

was repurposed from original published documents within and without the

AO. Writing involved multiple writers and software, with texts transmitted

through shared drives or e-mail attachments and then edited with word

processors, page-layout tools, photo-editing programs, and Web editors.

These instances of revision often involved people in other offices, depart-

ments, and programs.

Before being published on the AO Web site, documents were reviewed

and approved by the administrator. This review sometimes resulted in the

return of the document to a writer for further revision before it could be

approved for publication on the Web site. Once the administrator approved

the document, it moved to the administrative assistant, who posted the

document to the Web site using Adobe Contribute1. The administrative

assistant was the only person in the AO with the technology and knowledge

necessary to post content to the Web site. The administrative assistant’s
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abilities were limited, however, strictly to editing existing content and post-

ing new content. The power to make changes to the Web-site structure, such

as changing top-level navigation, remained with the Web-site developer, a

campus communication unit that exacted a charge for making all but the

smallest changes to the AO Web site.

The previous system had been meeting many of the needs within the

AO. The system had notable shortcomings, though, especially for an

organization looking to expand its digital communication efforts.

Through our initial research, we identified several problems that a CMS

could resolve within the AO without drastically changing the AO’s cur-

rent practices:

Figure 1. The Previous AO Writing System, in Which Participants Played Roles and
Performed Tasks mediated by Several Different Technologies
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� The posting phase was a bottleneck in the process because only one

person performed the function.

� Most changes made to the Web site incurred costs because the AO had

contracted with an outside provider to make any changes but textual

ones that could be accomplished through Adobe Contribute1.

� The use of both e-mail and shared drives to transmit documents for

revision between writers and editors made revisions difficult to track

and content difficult to reuse.

The New CMS

We planned to bring all contributors to the AO Web site under the same

technology: a custom CMS that allows staff members to easily and colla-

boratively contribute, to the Web site. Previously, AO Web pages were

updated by the administrative assistant, Kate,3 using Adobe Contribute1

though the content may have come from any number of other staff

members. Given that the AO Web site was growing, we anticipated that

content needs and writing roles would grow as well. We planned for the new

CMS to facilitate work already being done by staff in the AO, allowing

them to manage established workflows and clarify currently ill-defined

roles.

We determined that the system needed to provide a way to keep track of

different document types, writer groups, and time sensitivities within one

interface. As social networking systems are adept at addressing these

characteristics, we planned an interface and functionality for the CMS that

shared similarities with such sites. The completed CMS allowed AO writers

to write content, pass it to a colleague for review, and post it to the AO

Web site without using any additional software programs. It also included

tools for

� categorizing and organizing content within a shared space

� identifying the potential of any content to be reused or repurposed

� connecting reviews and revisions to each piece of content

� managing workflow from composition to publication

What We Found: Three Examples of Tension

The CMS had potential to connect these writers, roles, and documents by

systematizing processes and making it easier to share and store documents.

In many ways, the CMS accomplished these goals. But it also created
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unexpected tension within the workplace community. In this section, we

offer three examples of the problems we identified and the work from which

they emerged. The first example shows an incompatibility between how the

writers collaborated and the limited functionality of the review function

that we had built into the CMS. The second example demonstrates a misin-

terpretation of the meaning of reviewing a piece of writing in the AO, and

the third example centers on the process of adding metadata to documents

in the CMS, an action that the AO writers were unfamiliar with and

ill-equipped to complete.

Example 1: Beth Responds to Reviewers

When the writers were first given access to the CMS, much of their work

involved migrating content from the old Web site. They copied content

from existing HTML pages and pasted it into the new CMS documents.

In many cases, documents needed to be updated, though, so the writers

collaborated even at this early stage in their CMS use. Beth often created

new documents in the CMS and then shared them with colleagues John and

Ellen, offering each an opportunity to change the content of the document.

Her work was somewhat complicated by the fact that John and Ellen

represented different interests in the AO. John cooperated with outside

offices on external programs whereas Ellen coordinated internal programs.

John and Ellen both heavily edited documents that Beth created; Beth had to

synthesize those edits into the finalized document.

We had designed the CMS to mirror existing practices and relationships

in the AO, so we were surprised to find that in at least one instance, the

streamlining of existing workflow challenged the hierarchy of writers in

the system. John and Ellen held positions roughly equivalent to each other

but senior to Beth’s position. Beth considered her synthesis of their edited

document a perfunctory task for which she assumed little responsibility.

When she edited the document to reflect synthesized comments, however,

the CMS assigned her ownership of the changes, changes that she would

prefer not to own. (We address the implications that this situation holds for

Beth’s work and her use of the CMS in the next section.)

Beth’s work with the CMS was complicated by the fact that the system-

atized workflow of the CMS affected the appearance of her placement in the

office hierarchy. In the past, documents were edited by collaborators, saved,

and then shared with all collaborators via e-mail. Changes were attributed to

the individual who made them, and Beth simply synthesized the changes

after they were shared with the group of collaborators. In the CMS,
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collaborators responded to her request for review and privately submitted

changes. Beth made those changes by editing the document, at which point

the CMS publicized them by stating in the aggregator that Beth had made

changes. Within the CMS, all changes became Beth’s, even those that she

did not agree with and did not wish to take responsibility for.

Example 2: Ryan Reviews a Document

The first time we observed Ryan working with the system, he was respond-

ing to a request from Mary to review a document. Reviewing documents is a

regular part of the AO practice, and before documents may be published, an

administrator must approve them. We built the review function to facilitate

this process of reviewing and approving finished documents. It allows writ-

ers to request a review from another writer, at which point the reviewer has

access to view the document even if it has not yet been made public. The

reviewer may not change the document but rather is given the opportunity

to write a short response paragraph.

We had designed the CMS to support a review function that would be

used to approve documents for publication. Although some writers were

using the review function for this purpose, other writers were using the

review function for a different purpose, which resulted in some frustra-

tion for them. In the workplace community of the AO, to review a doc-

ument did not mean to write a response about its quality and efficacy; it

meant to actively collaborate on a document, annotating and making

changes to the draft document. We had labeled the task review to mean

review and approve, a perfunctory task that might require only a short,

separate notation about why the document was approved or disapproved

for publishing.

Ryan, however, wanted to use the review function to revise the docu-

ment. Comments Ryan made revealed a breakdown in his ability to work.

After saving the revised document on his local storage device, Ryan

scrutinized the CMS interface. He was looking for the CMS to mirror the

common practice of attaching a document to an e-mail. Upon realizing that

the CMS would not allow him to attach a revised Microsoft Word1 docu-

ment as a response to a request for review, he remarked aloud, ‘‘So, there’s

no way at this level of review to attach it and send it back.’’

Ryan immediately developed a work-around, which was to copy his

review comments into the review window. Because his review consisted

of brief marginal comments and no actual changes to the text of the docu-

ment, the review pane was an adequate device for delivering his review.
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Other writers, however, reviewed differently from Ryan, making extensive

comments and adding or deleting large chunks of text. Although the

workflow we observed Ryan using hinted at the disagreement between the

AO’s sense of review as a collaborative event and the CMS’s sense of

review as consideration for approval, Ryan’s actions were, at least in this

example, more in keeping with the CMS’s interpretation.

Example 3: Ryan Composes a Document

Early in our work with the AO, we found that none of the writers were

experienced with applying metadata to documents. Even tagging images,

a common action in modern Web-based applications, was unfamiliar to

them. We also found that the writers relied heavily on browsing for files

on shared drives and attaching documents to e-mails. Given their unfami-

liarity with tagging and their experience with hierarchical, folder-based

systems for organizing documents, we anticipated that adopting useful

methods for adding metadata to documents might be a challenge for

them. But the open-repository structure of the CMS meant that informa-

tion that was not descriptively tagged would be difficult to retrieve later.

In our earliest observations of the AO, we noticed that writers seemed to

lack an understanding of metadata and a descriptive system for tagging

documents.

The second time that we observed Ryan working on the CMS, in

March 2009, he was transferring information from the previous Web site

into the new CMS repository. Ryan was copying text from existing Web

pages and pasting the content into the CMS composing pane. He was

being careful to erase hidden style information that may have carried over

from the older site, such as layout tables or images, because he had found

that such information may have a negative effect on text display in the

composing pane. We found it particularly interesting that Ryan referred

heavily to a copy of the planned Web site hierarchy (see Figure 2). He

had made several notes on the printout and explained that they indicated

information that he had yet to update or information that he had skipped

because issues that were beyond his technical expertise, such as

embedded flash content, complicated its transfer. He was also using the

printout to add unique and specific tags to each piece of content that

he transferred into the CMS. We had originally thought that adding

descriptive metadata would help AO writers to situate their documents

within the CMS, making the documents easily retrievable and accessible

for reuse. In sessions with writers early in the implementation of the
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CMS, we found that metadata was haphazard when recorded and more

often omitted. Three months following the implementation, though, we

saw Ryan employing a systematic method of tagging developed by lead-

ers in the AO who recognized its utility. This accepted system described

the document’s place within the planned Web-site hierarchy, not the

nature of its contents or potential for reuse.

Figure 2. Ryan’s Annotated Map of the Planned Web-site Hierarchy
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What We Learned About How the AO Writes

From the outset of the project, we sought to create a CMS that paralleled, rather

than diverged from, the AO’s established writing practices. Heeding Johnson

and Fowler’s (2009) advice to identify the flow of knowledge before introdu-

cing a technical change, we worked with AO writers to document their prac-

tices and let what we learned drive our development of the CMS. Despite

this effort to create a CMS that mirrored existing writing practices, our analysis

of the data from writer workflows, profiles, and narratives suggested that the

CMS had caused disruptions in the AO writers’ work. The disruptions that

we witnessed in the writing practices, including the three examples we out-

lined, helped us identify some specific challenges to the AO’s notion of what

writing is and how it gets done. Here, we describe those challenges and how

they affected the established workplace community of the AO.

Systematization of Workflows

One of the most drastic changes resulting from CMS’s implementation was

barely visible: the systematization of the workflow. What once were delib-

erate moves writers had to make in order to move documents through the

workflow became automated progressions. For instance, we observed

Mary, working in the previous system, compose a document destined for

the Web. After composing, she recalls the ad hoc process by which drafts

are vetted in the AO, selecting an appropriate reviewer and taking the

necessary steps to move the document forward. With the CMS, this previ-

ously ad hoc process is formalized: Mary is prompted by the CMS to select

a colleague to review the document, and that colleague is informed of the

existence of a new task to be completed.

When Mary created a document using the previous system, she not only

needed to remember the ad hoc process, but she needed to keep track of and

store the multiple versions of the document that she shared with colleagues.

Between composing the document and publishing it on the Web, she would

collaborate with at least two colleagues, use three software tools, and ulti-

mately create at least three versions of the document, storing them all on mul-

tiple and diverse devices within and without the AO office. The CMS greatly

simplified such complicated workflows, which could be completed entirely

within the system (see Figure 3). Further, documents and all of their versions

are stored in one location and organized within the database, in which the most

recently approved version is the default view, but previous versions are

retrievable.
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Another change that the CMS’s implementation brought was the shifting

of job duties. In the previous system, a single writer served as the primary

handler of information destined for the Web. Kate proofread documents,

posted them to the Web site, and updated them when edits were necessary.

In our early research, we identified this point in the AO system as a bottle-

neck. The CMS eliminated this bottleneck, allowing anyone with appropriate

administrative approval to update or edit pages on the Web site. That reduced

the workload of the person previously responsible for making all Web

updates, and it reduced the impediment for others to make changes. Now that

writers can make changes to the Web site quickly and easily, we hope that the

AO will see an increase in new and current content on its Web site.

Introduction of New Genres

The CMS also introduced to the AO several new genres, chiefly, the editing

pane, review note, and metadata pane (see Figure 4). The editing pane, with

Figure 3. The CMS, in Which Tasks are Mediated By a Single Technology
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its similarity to other common composition interfaces, settled smoothly into

the AO workflow. But as the AO writers used the CMS, they developed

practices involving other genres, some planned and others innovated. For

instance, the review-note genre was designed to mirror the textual content

in the e-mails to which AO writers had previously attached edited Microsoft

Word1 documents, but Ryan uses the review note to record his completion

of the reviewing task, entering text such as ‘‘Ryan made changes to this doc-

ument.’’ The fact that writers developed innovative uses for these genres is

not surprising; previous work suggests such innovations are inevitable in

complex writing environments (Engeström, 2000; Nardi & O’Day, 1999).

But these departures from our intended uses for the CMS, especially in the

cases of the annotated printout and the metadata pane, are notable because

the new uses to which writers put these genres mark even greater changes in

how the CMS massaged these writers’ concepts of writing and its inherently

social nature.

Innovative Use of Nondigital Tools

In our earlier research, AO writers indicated that although word processing

software was the writing tool that they used most, they sometimes used

handwritten notes and printouts of digitally composed texts. Thus, we were

Figure 4. A Trace Representation of the Genres Used in the System
Note: Lighter Shades of Gray Represent Genres that the CMS introduced.
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not surprised to see the AO writers using handwritten notes in conjunction

with their work with the CMS. We observed Ryan referring to a printout of

instructions for successfully copying texts from Web pages and pasting the

digital text of that printout into the CMS composing pane. We also saw Beth

printing out documents when her work required her to view three docu-

ments simultaneously, a practice made difficult by the small size of her

monitor.

After we introduced the CMS, though, writers innovated a new genre to

mediate their previously nondigital practices with the new digital environ-

ment. We call this genre the annotated printout. To illustrate the nature and

import of the annotated printout, we turn to Ryan and the way that he used a

printout of the planned Web-site hierarchy map to tag documents (see

Figure 2). This map or schematic, which is both conceptual and spatial,

represents not only a Web site but a way of conceiving the Web site and

how items will be situated in relation to one another. To create the Web site

according to this map, Ryan printed out the map and then systematically

attended to each item on it, letting the planned architecture affect what order

he worked in and what types of work he did. As he finished tasks, he crossed

items off the printout. When a page had content he did not know how to

move, such as a flash animation, he made a note on the printout using

different-colored pens to represent different actions or situations (blue if

he had decided a piece of content might be unnecessary, red if he had been

unable to transfer it successfully to the CMS, etc.). Ryan said that he did not

intend to share these notations with others but that working with a printout

of the map and notating his work progress on it directly helped him both to

keep track of his progress and to visualize the completed state of the Web

site. In this use, the annotated printout helped Ryan to mediate between a

conceptual diagram that did not render well on the screen and his work with

the CMS.

Reliance on Metadata

We had originally thought that adding descriptive metadata would help AO

writers to situate their documents within the CMS, making them easily

retrievable and accessible for reuse. In our vision, writers would compose

documents and write versatile descriptions before anticipating opportunities

for reuse and tagging the documents to make them available to future reu-

sers. In essence, we envisioned that the AO writers would tend an organic

system of relationships between documents. After early observations, we

were concerned that tagging might not take hold, but within a few months,
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writers had systematized a method of tagging. It was not, however, the kind

of system we had envisioned.

The CMS prompts writers to apply metadata to each document, includ-

ing a title, description, and any tags that the writers deem appropriate. In

each of our observation sessions at this stage of the project, AO writers

displayed limited understanding of both the value and the necessity of

applying metadata. Titles for documents were often vague, reflecting the

universality of many documents written for the Web, with names such as

‘‘about’’ and ‘‘home.’’ More often than not, writers did not write descrip-

tions for documents. Sometimes their descriptions were one-word remin-

ders of the medium for which the document was intended, such as

‘‘website.’’ They rarely applied tags to documents.

The writers’ decision not to apply metadata does not appear to be attri-

butable to interface problems because we saw all the writers entering data at

least once without problems. Rather, the decision seems driven by the AO

writers’ shared idea of what writing is. We suspect that they see texts as tied

to specific actions, such as a request for a review. After the review has been

completed, the event of the request loses its value, and because the final

version of the document that was reviewed will be instantiated in a physical

Web page, other CMS users will not likely need its revision history or draft

versions. This set of values is reflective of traditional multisource writing

systems that produce printed artifacts, but a lack of metadata does pose

problems for a CMS that does not rely on hierarchical metaphors (e.g., file

folders) for document location.

In the months following a session in which we observed Ryan struggling

with metadata, his supervisor, Mary, procured a map of the Web-site archi-

tecture. Once she had that map, Mary developed a system for mimicking a

hierarchical file relationship with metadata. In the system prior to the CMS,

a branding seminar might have been located in a hierarchical file such as

this: A0 ! development programs ! seminars ! branding. When the

CMS was first introduced, that file would have received vague tags such

as ‘‘web’’ and ‘‘branding,’’ if it received tags at all. With the Web-site

architecture map in hand, however, Mary recognized the utility of tags to

associate groups of documents to each other. She quickly drew up a revised

map that tagged each document with a title, and that title was listed in each

file, or ‘‘folder,’’ above it in the hierarchy of the Web-site architecture (see

Figure 2). In this manner, the tagging system that the AO writers adopted

reified, rather than subverted, the established hierarchical arrangement of

documents. Faced with the question of how to reflect hierarchical file

browsing in a folderless Web site, the writers adopted tags to situate
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documents within the planned Web-site hierarchy. Each document was

tagged by its title only within the file in which it nested. This was not an

ad hoc system but one that was devised by a senior member of the AO

through conversations with the development team and communicated to

other AO writers both orally and in writing.

Encouraging Changes in Authorship, Sharing, and Reuse

Another example of the challenge that the CMS presented to the AO work-

place community concerned its suggestion of the appropriateness of docu-

ment sharing. Amare (2009) has discussed the power of content

management to effect changes in writers’ roles within an organization,

focusing on the rehabilitation of the typically undervalued technical editor.

In the AO, we saw writers struggling with the kinds of uses, and even work-

place writer roles, that the CMS suggested. Early in the project, we had

conceived a single-sourcing tool. In the development stages, this tool was

eliminated, but we continued to stress the opportunities a CMS offered for

making information available to other writers and for reusing text from

other projects. These opportunities, however, challenged the AO writers’

idea that authorship is closely tied to its origin.

Within the AO, questions of authorship were rarely gray. Despite the

heavy collaborative editing and revision that characterized writing in the

AO Office, authorship was always attributed to the writer who composed

the original draft. Similarly, document identity was closely tied to the

medium for which the document was originally intended. While discussing

the results of our early content audit with the AO writers, we followed a link

labeled map from one page of the AO Web site and asked the writers to tell

us who had composed the annotated map that opened as a PDF document.

Initially, no one was sure, and only after great discussion did the writers

determine that the map was actually the back page of a brochure that had

been authored by one of the writers. Outside the context of the original

brochure, the writers had trouble determining precisely what the map was

for and who had authored it. When they determined what document the map

had originally been published in, they identified the author as a member of

their group of writers, but further questioning revealed that this person had

not illustrated the map but rather had designed the brochure. Other writers

in another department at the AO had originally created the map. Thus, writ-

ing in the AO not only is closely tied to original drafting and intended

publication media but is also highly contextualized. Within a workplace
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community that identifies writing by its origin and intended publication

medium, the concept of single sourcing presents a number of challenges.

Our research indicates that traditional environments such as the AO

privilege the contributions of the original writer but often overlook the role

of future revisionists. Conversely, single-sourcing environments encourage

the contributions of subsequent writers in revising the work of the original

writer. In this way, a single-sourcing environment challenges the authority

of the original writer by validating the revised and derivative uses to which

later writers may put the original work. It also challenges writers’ sense of

writing as a linear process (with publication as a well-defined project end)

not only by facilitating the rebirth of those texts in future writing but also by

recording and making available to writers draft versions of documents that

in other systems remain buried. Finally, single sourcing opposes the rheto-

rical idea of traditional writing environments that any piece of writing

should serve a specific purpose, at a specific time, for a specific audience;

single sourcing suggests that writing is not the right thing said at the right

time but rather something said that might bear repeating in a different con-

text (with the necessary editing). If the CMS had included a single-sourcing

component, the friction it created with the existing workplace community

would likely have been even greater.

Adding to the tension between the CMS and the workplace community

was the fact that the AO writers’ reuse of writing required implementing a

new genre (metadata pane) that similarly challenged their concept of what

writing is and how they should do it. Because the CMS depended on

descriptive metadata to locate documents (as opposed to a file-in-folder

hierarchical system), writers needed to add thoughtful descriptions and tags

to each document. But the writers, who were accustomed to completing

drafts and being done with the writing task, balked at having to complete

an additional task: writing about their writing. Metadata added a new, unfa-

miliar step to the writing process, a step that some writers found to be a

nuisance.

Focusing on Content Management Rather Than Presentation

When we began the project, WIDE’s goal was to help the AO develop a

more effective Web presence. As we began our research for the project,

interviewing writers about their practice and how a Web tool could better

support that practice, we found that most of the writers addressed issues

of design. For instance, one writer spoke at length about her desire to indi-

vidually control the style of the Web pages she created. Her goal, though,
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contrasted sharply with the goals we were tackling with the CMS. First and

foremost, maintaining a uniform design scheme is a widely accepted best

practice among Web designers, and one of the benefits of a CMS is that,

while limiting the ability to make stylistic changes, it extends access to

textual changes. We wanted, with our CMS, to provide that benefit to the

AO writers. Looking beyond matters of style, we developed a CMS for

the AO that was less a Web editor than a workflow facilitator. Despite the

impression the writers sometimes held that we were ‘‘building a Web site,’’

in reality, we were building a way of organizing writing.

The CMS does not reflect the distinction between writing for the Web

and writing for other media, nor does it afford great control over how pages

are styled. Instead, the CMS uses systematized workflows and user roles to

coordinate the collaborative production and retrieval of myriad documents.

Much of our research was aimed at developing a system that reflected the

AO writers’ existing practices. As such, the CMS we presented to them did

not reflect their concept of Web writing as style applied to existing text but

instead prompted them to consider the process of collaboratively compos-

ing texts independent of visual style.

Conclusion

At the conclusion of this study, the AO writers remained wary of the CMS.

They all experienced problems integrating their Microsoft Word1-driven

practices with the CMS composer, resulting in varying levels of frustration.

Writers appeared to have different experiences with the CMS based on their

individual technical and social expectations. For instance, a writer who

composed a text and submitted it to a colleague for approval had a more

positive experience than did a writer who had to synthesize review com-

ments from two senior coworkers with different agendas. These differing

experiences are caused both by technical factors surrounding the CMS and

by social factors surrounding working in the AO. Despite these challenges,

the writers interacted with the CMS with relative ease. They quickly oper-

ationalized previously unfamiliar actions to meet activity goals. The body

of content in the CMS repository grew quickly, and as the AO officially

recognized the practices for adding documents to the repository, writers

adjusted accordingly. The AO writers became aware of the utility of the

CMS for sharing documents although they remained unfamiliar with meta-

data and single-sourcing techniques.

This collection of writing practices, of shared actions and intents and

innovative use, reflects the complicated nature of writing that previous
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research has tied to symbolic–analytic work in the postindustrial economy.

Engeström (2000) argued that those who study writing as it relates to com-

munities of writers sharing information must be willing to accept the hybri-

dization of writing work across disciplines and refocus their research

accordingly (p. 960). Our work with the AO supports the argument that

studying workplace writing involves more than analyzing individual goals

and actions. Within the AO, writers’ shared concepts about writing, and

their typified practices for addressing recurring tasks, played a large role

in how writing happened.

Such complications do not relieve us of the need for writing tools that

can be effective amidst the messiness of workplace writing. This project

demonstrates that even when we take steps to make a CMS reflect existing

practices as closely as possible, changes in the writing system are bound to

occur. It also demonstrates the tensions that technical introductions can

create for a community of writers. In the AO, we saw writers reacting to

these introductions by developing unexpected innovative practices. In argu-

ing for an interactional rather than representational view of context, Dourish

(2004) highlighted the role that innovation plays in contextualized writing

systems. Practice, he stated, ‘‘evolves and adapts,’’ and ‘‘our concern is not

simply to support particular forms of practice, but to support the evolution

of practice’’ (p. 25). As writing researchers, we can effectively shoulder this

responsibility for supporting the evolving practice of writing, particularly

when we follow theoretical frameworks that take into account the fluid and

community-driven nature of workplace writing as well as the effects of

innovative practices instigated by cultural tensions.

By using methods based on observations of workplace writing and con-

cepts from activity theory and information ecology, we were able to con-

ceive of the AO writing system as a series of mutually constituted genres

and actions that reflect and inform workplace community. According to

Nardi and O’Day (1999), ‘‘we cannot possibly expect to predict or steer all

of the results of innovation’’ (p. 41). That statement is supported by this

research, in which, despite our efforts to create a CMS that mirrored exist-

ing writing practices. The CMS destabilized the established writing sys-

tems, creating technological and cultural tensions that writers addressed

by innovating new practices, Nardi and O’Day offered as a solution the

application of ‘‘human values to the development of the practices and tech-

nologies within the ecology. . . . We think of this as using technology with

heart’’ (pp. 211-212). Being aware of these tensions, such as the conception

that Web writing is merely a textual composition task that is accomplished

without saving metadata about the text, allows technologists to anticipate
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points of contention in technology use and assist users in developing inno-

vations that alleviate those contentions. This research suggests that such

endeavors may be at times rather one-sided. Despite our efforts to facilitate

writing that reflects human values, messiness, and ecological interdepen-

dency, we witnessed writers continuing to treat writing as an instrumental

endeavor.

We discussed the ability of content management to facilitate the kind of

distributed writing work that is characteristic of the postindustrial knowl-

edge economy. Technologies that manage content are often thought of as

instrumental tools, but they are, in fact, shaped by the context of how writ-

ing happens and the workplace communities in which it happens. In our

work in the AO, we saw that the introduction of a CMS both supported and

challenged the writing practices of that workplace community. Our

attempts to mirror the previous system were sometimes responsible for

those moments of support, but equally often, the writers’ instinctive innova-

tion of new tools and genres facilitated their work with the CMS. Using

activity theory and genre ecology, we were able to trace the challenges that

we witnessed to cultural tensions that occurred when the norms and

assumptions of the workplace did not fully coincide with the nature of con-

tent management.

Advances in the development of tools and methods to facilitate

symbolic–analytic work can be realized if that development takes into

account the mutually constituted nature of work in networked environ-

ments. In the AO, we saw that the social structure of the workplace commu-

nity played a significant role in the writers’ adoption of writing tools. For

instance, authority in the community was subverted when Beth’s name was

attached to changes that others had directed her to make. Recognizing the

role that workplace community plays in shaping writing practices across

these networked connections, and the way technology is used to mediate

these practices, can help us to build and maintain sustainable writing

systems.
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Notes
1. Details regarding the administrative office have been altered.

2. It is not uncommon for WIDE to be approached with a request for Web site

development. Often, as in this case, the need is not precisely for a new Web site

but for a new way to write a Web site. In other words, the problems are often

strategic. These are problems that require research. When people simply need

a new Web site, we refer them to developers who can help.

3. All names have been changed.
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